English
READING:
PRC.
LitPro. Detective comprehension activities.
Perplexor logic puzzles. Reading Challenges every
three weeks on various topics.
INTERVIEW
Students prepare to interview a classmate using
ipad
NOVEL v DVD COMPARISON
Students read a novel and then watch the DVD
recording similarities and differences.
WORD KNOWLEDGE
Spelling swaps four ways in unit using Sound
Waves.
WRITING
Procedure style. Poetry
LISTENING and SPEAKING
Students present their work in written or
powerpoint or book or their own manner to the
class. Students provide feedback.

Science
Continue with term 2 topics.
Yr.6: physical science with focus on bulbs, circuits,
batteries etc
Yr 7: biological science with focus on classification
of animals. Create new species to classify.
Looking at technologies in the home and create, or
improve, a design to assist our lives today.

Technologies
With partner, record an interview on ipad, include
an advertisement for a product. Present to class.
Yr 6: create a house or similar to display science
knowledge of circuits
Yr7: create a suitable zoo enclosure for your new
species, created in science, to be on display.
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Mathematics
FRACTIONS
Complete activities, especially multiplication
and division of fractions
DECIMALS
Converting fractions to decimals
Rounding off to specific decimals places
Connect fractions, decimals and percentages
and carry out conversions
GRAPHING
Plot points on a Cartesian plane using
coordinates.
Create images using coordinates

Year 6 / 7

Specialist Teachers
Performing Arts: Susie Scott
History: Dianna Fullerton
Physical Education/Health: Mike Woolford
Physical Education/Health: Kate Smith
Languages (French): Sarah Cross

Important Dates

HASS
ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS; discuss and make
plans towards creating a shopping mall that will
involve learning about running a business and
the economic costs related to that process
HISTORY: Mrs. Fullerton

Student Free Day –
Parent teacher interviews -

The Arts
PERFORMING ARTS: Ms. Scott
VISUAL ARTS: research the art style of Sidney
Nolan, especially his Ned Kelly art. Learn blending
with paints with help from Viv.
Create own versions of Ned Kelly

Buddy Class
Two sessions each week. One is reading and /
or writing. The other is literacy games or
puzzles or computer assistance. Assist buddies
with sight word learning.

